Absorption cross section in an intense plane wave background
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We consider the absorption of probe photons by electrons in the presence of an intense, pulsed, background field. Our analysis reveals an interplay between regularization and gauge invariance which distinguishes absorption from its crossing-symmetric processes, as well as a physical interpretation of absorption in terms of degenerate processes in the weak field limit. In the strong field limit we develop a locally constant field approximation (LCFA) for absorption which also exhibits new features. We benchmark the LCFA against analytical calculations and explore its regime of validity. Pulse shape effects are also investigated, as well as infrared and collinear limits of the absorption process.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A number of upcoming experiments aim to probe quantum processes in intense laser fields, including pair production [1], vacuum birefringence [2], and conjectured quantum processes in intense laser fields, including pair annihilation to one photon, and one-photon absorption, we consider its LCFA in Sec. IV. We find some general results on the probability and cross section of absorption, we consider its LCFA in Sec. IV. We find notable differences in the behavior of the LCFA when compared with other processes. The LCFA is benchmarked against exact calculations, and we discuss its regime of validity. We conclude in Sec. V.

A. QED in plane wave background fields

We consider QED in the presence of a background plane wave, described by the (scaled) potential $eA_\mu(x) = a_\mu(\varphi)$ depending only on the single dimensionless variable $\varphi = k.x$ where $k_\mu$ is a lightlike wave vector. We use lightfront coordinates such that an arbitrary vector $x^\mu$ has components $x^\perp = x^0 \pm x^3$ and $x^\parallel = \{x^1, x^2\}$, the latter referred to as the “transverse” coordinates. Covariant vectors are $p_\perp = (1/2)(p_0 \pm p_3)$ and $p_\parallel = \{p_1, p_2\}$. We can always choose coordinates such that $k_\mu = k_+ \delta_\mu^+$. The potential $a_\mu$ can then be chosen to have only transverse components and obey $a_\mu(-\infty) = 0$, such that its derivative gives the electric field [22]. We consider pulsed fields, i.e., those having finite duration in $\varphi$ or being asymptotically switched off for large $|\varphi|$. Classically,
an electron of initial momentum $p_\mu$ entering the wave has the subsequent kinematic momentum

$$\pi^\mu(p) = p^\mu - a^\mu(p) + k^\mu \frac{2p_a(p) - a(p)^2}{2k.p},$$

(1)

which is the exact solution of the Lorentz force equation in the background. Turning to QED, the effect of the background on charged particles is treated exactly through the use of the Volkov wavefunctions [23]. For an electron of initial momentum $p_\mu$ interacting with the plane wave we define the Volkov wavefunction $\Psi_p$ by

$$\Psi_p = \left(1 + \frac{\not{k} \Phi(p)}{2k.p}\right) u_\mu e^{-ip.x - ig_\mu},$$

$$S_p(p) = \int \Phi \frac{2p_a(p) - a(p)^2}{2k.p}. \quad (2)$$

Working in the Furry picture [24], these functions represent the external legs (asymptotic particles) in scattering amplitudes. For more details see the recent review [25].

II. CROSS SECTIONS IN BACKGROUND PLANE WAVES

For strong field QED processes with a single particle in the initial state, a natural observable is the total probability of a process, as we review below. However, for processes with two incoming particles, where the interaction is fundamentally collisional, it is more standard to consider cross sections. Here we extend some textbook results for collisional, it is more standard to consider cross sections. Here we extend some textbook results for QED without background to the analogous situation when a background plane wave is present.

Any $S$-matrix element $S_{fi}$ in a plane wave background, calculated using the asymptotic wavefunction (2) (and the corresponding propagator) has the structure

$$S_{fi} = (2\pi)^3 \delta^3_\text{LF}(p_f - p_i) M_{fi}, \quad (3)$$

in which the delta function $\delta^3_\text{LF}(p) \equiv \delta(-\mu) \delta^2_\text{LF}(p)$ conserves overall momentum in three directions, and where $M_{fi}$ (the invariant matrix element as defined in e.g., [26]) has mass dimension $3 - N_i - N_f$ for $N_i$ and $N_f$ the number of initial and final state particles respectively. Taking the mod-square we have

$$|S_{fi}|^2 = V_\text{LF}(2\pi)^3 \delta^3_\text{LF}(p_f - p_i)|M_{fi}|^2, \quad (4)$$

in which $V_\text{LF} \equiv (2\pi)^3 \delta^3_\text{LF}(0)$ is the lightfront volume. The appearance of this factor is particular to plane wave backgrounds. We then include the state normalization factor and to obtain the final probability we sum/average over outgoing momenta with the standard measure

$$\prod_f \frac{1}{2E_f} \prod_i \frac{1}{2E_i}. \quad (5)$$

and to obtain the final probability we sum/average over outgoing momenta with the standard measure

$$\prod_f \frac{1}{(2\pi)^3} \frac{V}{E_f} dp_f. \quad (6)$$

Note that $V$ is the standard Cartesian volume, because the initial and final states are defined at $x^\delta \to \pm \infty$, and must be independent of the specific background field configuration we consider. We will resolve the presence of two volume factors below. Combining (4)–(6) gives the total scattering probability as

$$\mathbb{P} = \int \prod_f \frac{d^3 p_f}{(2\pi)^3 2E_f} \frac{V_\text{LF}(2\pi)^3 \delta^3_\text{LF}(p_f - p_i)|M_{fi}|^2}{\prod_i 2E_i}. \quad (7)$$

One may verify by power counting that this is dimensionless, as it should be. We now consider particular choices for the number of incoming particles.

A. One incoming particle

Consider any process initiated by a single particle, momentum $p_\mu$, with any number of final state particles. Applying the general result (7) it remains to understand the ratio of volume factors $V_\text{LF}/V$. Now, we note that the quantity $2E_pV$ is just the initial state normalization, and is by construction Lorentz invariant [26], being $2E_p \delta^3(p - q)$ in the limit $q \to p$. It can easily be checked by changing variables in this expression that

$$2E_p \delta^3(p - q) = 2p_\mu \delta^3(p - q) \Rightarrow 2E_pV = 2p_\text{LF} \Rightarrow \frac{V_\text{LF}}{2p_0V} = \frac{1}{2p_\text{LF}}. \quad (8)$$

This allows us to attribute a physical meaning to the ratio of volume factors, which cancel, yielding the final expression for the total scattering probability as

$$\mathbb{P} = \frac{1}{2p_\mu} \int \prod_f \frac{d^3 p_f}{(2\pi)^3 2E_f} \frac{V_\text{LF}(2\pi)^3 \delta^3_\text{LF}(p_f - p_i)|M_{fi}|^2}{\prod_i 2E_i}. \quad (9)$$

It is important to stress that this is precisely the same result as is obtained by starting with properly normalized wavepackets [27], and, at the end of the calculation, taking those wavepackets to have the usual narrow spread. In particular this justifies our manipulations of the infinite volume factors, which yields the correct leading factor of $1/2p_-$ in the probability [27].
B. Two incoming particles: The cross section

Now consider the case of two initial state particles, momenta \( p_\mu \) and \( l_\mu \), and again any number of final state particles. In this case it is more common to consider the cross section. This is as usual defined by

\[
\sigma = \frac{\text{transition probability per unit time}}{\text{flux}} = \frac{1}{\text{flux} T} \frac{\mathcal{P}}{\mathcal{P}^*} \quad (10)
\]

with \( \mathcal{P} \) from (7) and the two-particle flux factor is, assuming for example that \( l^2 = 0 \) and \( p^2 = m^2 \) as we will consider below [26],

\[
\frac{1}{\text{flux}} = \frac{VE_EP}{l.p}. \quad (11)
\]

Combining (10) and (11) we have

\[
\sigma = \frac{1}{4l.p VT} \int V_{LF} \prod_f \frac{d^3p_f}{(2\pi)^32E_f} (2\pi)^3 8_{\text{LF}}(p_f - p - l)|M_{fi}|^2. \quad (12)
\]

Again we must deal with the volume factors. To deal with two incoming particles, it was suggested in [20] to use methods similar to those for a single incoming particle. This requires treating the incoming particles asymmetrically, which may be appropriate for specific scenarios [28], but here we give a more general method. The volume factors may be manipulated using the relation \( VT = (1/2)V_{LF}T_{LF} \), which serves to define the lightfront time \( T_{LF} \), where the \( 1/2 \) is the Jacobian determinant for changing variables to lightfront coordinates. With this we obtain

\[
\sigma = \frac{1}{2l.p T_{LF}} \int V_{LF} \prod_f \frac{d^3p_f}{(2\pi)^32E_f} (2\pi)^3 8_{\text{LF}}(p_f - p - l)|M_{fi}|^2. \quad (13)
\]

The presence of \( T_{LF} \), the interaction duration in \( x^+ \) rather than in \( x^0 \), is natural due to the form of the background. This will be, in the example below, simply the spacetime extent, in \( x^+ \), of the background field.

III. PROPERTIES OF THE ABSORPTION CROSS SECTION

Having established the general expression (13) for the cross section in a plane wave background, we turn to the explicit example of photon absorption by an electron. Let the electron have initial momentum \( p_\mu (p^2 = m^2) \), and the photon have momentum, \( l_\mu (l^2 = 0) \). The final state electron momentum is \( p'_\mu \). This process is kinematically forbidden in vacuum, but allowed in a background.

The \( S \)-matrix element \( S_{fi} \) for absorption is, in terms of the Volkov wavefunctions (2),

\[
S_{fi} = -ie \int d^4x \Psi_f \not{k} \Psi_f e^{-il.x}. \quad (14)
\]

where \( \epsilon_\mu \) is the polarization vector of the incoming photon and \( \not{k} \equiv \gamma^\mu \epsilon_\mu \) for \( \gamma^\mu \) the Dirac matrices. The \( S \)-matrix element is readily expressed in the form (3) with \( p_i = p + l, p_f = p' \) and

\[
M_{fi} = -\frac{1}{2}ie \int \frac{d\varphi}{k_+} e^{ik_+\varphi} \text{Spin}(a), \quad (15)
\]

where we have defined the spin structure

\[
\text{Spin}(a) = \bar{u}_p \left( 1 + \frac{a(\varphi) k}{2k.p} \right) e \left( 1 + \frac{ka(\varphi)}{2k.p} \right) u_p, \quad (16)
\]

and phase term,

\[
\Phi(\varphi) = -\int d\varphi \frac{1}{k_+ p^+}(\varphi). \quad (17)
\]

The \( S \)-matrix element (14) becomes identical to that of nonlinear Compton scattering if one identifies \( -l_\mu (\epsilon'_\mu) \) with the outgoing photon momentum (polarization) in that process. The key differences in the two processes enter at the level of the probability (or cross section), due to the different number of incoming and outgoing particles. Here, there will be no freedom in the final electron momentum, as it will be entirely determined by the incoming momenta through the delta-function in (3). The fact that we only have one outgoing particle also has an impact on the regularization of the \( S \)-matrix element, which is the next step of the calculation.

A. Regularization and gauge invariance

An ambiguity now arises in the calculation of the probability; different results are obtained depending on whether one uses Lorentz gauge or lightfront gauge. The presence of \( T_{LF} \), the interaction duration in \( x^+ \) rather than in \( x^0 \), is natural due to the form of the background. This will be, in the example below, simply the spacetime extent, in \( x^+ \), of the background field.
finds that contributions from outside the pulse are excised, while the phase integral becomes restricted to the pulse duration, with a modified integrand; explicitly

\[
\int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} dq e^{i\phi(q)} \text{Spin}(a) e^{-i|q|} \to \int_{\phi_f}^{\phi_i} dq e^{i\phi(q)} \frac{d}{dq} \left( \frac{\text{Spin}(a)}{i\Phi'} \right),
\]

(19)

where a prime denotes differentiation with respect to the laser phase. Note that \(\Phi'\) cannot vanish. The expression (19) also holds for the case of pulses with DC components, which exhibit a memory effect \[22\], or for asymptotically switched fields, in which case \(\phi_f = -\infty\) and \(\phi_f = +\infty\). The reason that this is a correct method to use [aside from the fact that (19) is unambiguous, finite, and has the correct zero-field limit] is that it makes the gauge invariance of the scattering amplitude explicit \[22,30\]. As a result, when calculating the probability, calculations in lightfront and Lorentz gauge agree exactly. For applications of this method to various processes see \[30–33\], and for comparisons of calculations in Lorentz/lightfront gauges see \[34,35\].

The presence of the phase derivative \(\Phi'\) [see (17)] in the denominator of (19) complicates final state integrations, however, and it would be useful to have a simpler, equivalent expression before proceeding. For pulses with no DC components the regulated expression in (19) is exactly equal to

\[
- \int_{\phi_i}^{\phi_f} dq e^{i\phi(q)} \frac{d}{dq} \left( \frac{\text{Spin}(a)}{i\Phi'} \right)
= \int dq e^{i\phi(q)} \left[ \text{Spin}(a) - \frac{l.\pi_p(q)}{l.p} \text{Spin}(0) \right],
\]

(20)

where \(\text{Spin}(0)\) denotes the part of the spin term (16) which is independent of \(a.\). The equivalence of (20) and (19) can be shown explicitly by separating \(\text{Spin}(a)\) into field-dependent and independent pieces, integrating by parts, and using the definition of the kinetic momentum (1). The preceding issues are well-understood for other processes, but are sometimes neglected and implicitly resolved by another method; as we now discuss, the absorption process does not allow this.

### B. Cross section

The remainder of the calculation of the cross section (13) is straightforward and follows standard methods. The final-state electron momenta can be integrated out trivially using overall momentum conservation. This means that the final electron momentum \(p'_\mu\) is specified exactly by the initial momenta. Explicitly, this is

\[
p'_\mu = p_\mu + l_\mu - \frac{l.p}{k.(l + p)}k_\mu.
\]

(21)

For the regulating factors in (20) we define

\[
\Delta := 1 - \frac{l.\pi_p(q)}{l.p},
\]

(22)

and we write \(\Delta'\) for the same factor depending on \(q'\), the phase argument of the conjugate S-matrix element. Then the final expression for the absorption cross section is

\[
\sigma = \pi a^2 \frac{m^2}{l.p T_{\text{LF}}} \frac{1}{k.p(1+s)} \int dq \int dq' \cos \left( \frac{(\phi - \phi')}{k.p(1+s)} l.\pi_p \right) \left( \frac{g(s)}{m^2} a^2(\phi)\Delta' + a^2(\phi')\Delta - 2a(\phi).a(\phi') \right) - \Delta \Delta',
\]

(23)

in which, and from here on, we absorb a factor of \(k_\perp\) into \(T_{\text{LF}}\) which becomes the dimensionless phase length of the field and we define a function \(g(s)\) and an average \(\langle . \rangle\) by

\[
g(s) := \frac{1}{2} + \frac{s^2}{4(1+s)}, \quad \langle f \rangle := \frac{1}{\phi - \phi'} \int_{\phi'}^{\phi} d\phi' f(\phi'),
\]

(24)

where \(s = k.l/k.p\) is the lightfront momentum fraction of the incoming particles. Due to the regulating factors, every term in the integrand of (23) vanishes outside the pulse envelope, which reflects the physical result that the absorption process does not occur without the presence of the background. Notice the asymmetry in the \(a^2\) terms; for example \(a^2(\phi)\) clearly gives a convergent \(\phi\) integral only, hence a factor \(\Delta'\) appears to force the \(\phi'\) integral to converge. No such factors appear in the \(a(\phi).a(\phi')\) term, but here none are needed, so this is consistent.

It is interesting to compare this with the expression obtained without explicitly regularizing the amplitude. This is conveniently expressed in terms of the sum and difference of phase variables, \(\phi := \frac{1}{2} (\phi + \phi')\) and \(\theta := \phi - \phi'\) as

\[
\sigma = \pi a^2 \frac{m^2}{l.p T_{\text{LF}}} \frac{1}{k.p(1+s)} \int d\phi \int d\theta \cos \left( \frac{\theta}{k.p(1+s)} \right) \left( \frac{g(s)}{m^2} \theta^2(\Delta')^2 - 1 \right) + \# \text{ total derivative}.
\]

(25)
In this expression the final term is a total derivative, the coefficient of which, denoted #, is dependent on the chosen gauge. In calculations of, say, nonlinear Compton where there are two or more outgoing particles, such boundary terms are dropped, and an alternative regularization is used; performing the Gaussian integrals over the final state transverse momenta [36] introduces \( 1/(\theta + i\epsilon) \) factors, the imaginary part of which has the same effect as the procedure in (III A) and the factors (22), namely to subtract the “zero field” contributions and make the integrals manifestly convergent [36]. Here, however, because the momentum of the single outgoing particle is fixed, this method is not available, and so the regularization factors \( \Delta \) in (23) must be retained.

C. Soft and collinear limits

As our process involves the absorption of massless particles we are prompted to consider, here and in the section below, possible infrared divergences and degenerate processes. We consider first the soft limit in which the incoming photon energy goes to zero, \( l_0 \to 0 \). Taking this limit is made easy by our identification of the regularizing structures (22)–(23). Under the integrals of either the probability or cross section (23), we can set \( l_0 = 0 \) directly (implying \( s = 0 \)) without introducing any divergence. The \( (q, q') \) integrals are then Fourier transforms, at zero frequency, of either \( a_{\mu} \) or \( a^2 \). We have assumed that the wave is not unipolar, so the former integral is zero. This implies that the Fourier transform of \( a^2 \) at zero frequency is then finite, and it follows that the integral in the cross section gives a finite result. Now observe that the prefactor, again in either the probability or the cross section, diverges like \( 1/l_0 \) as \( l_0 \to 0 \). This is hence the leading order soft behavior. Note also that integration over an initial photon momentum distribution \( f(l) \) with support far from \( l_0 = 0 \) would then produce an infrared finite result, whereas if the wavepacket had “flat” support \( f(l_0) \sim \text{constant} \) for \( l_0 \sim 0 \), then we would reproduce the usual log divergence of QED [26,37].

We consider also a collinear limit, in which the incoming photon is parallel to the laser. In nonlinear Compton this limit is finite, but it is subtle to obtain [8] when using the “\( \theta + i\epsilon \)” regulated expression. Taking the same limit for photon absorption is much simpler because of the explicit presence of \( \Delta \) in (23); as \( l_0 \to (\omega I/\omega)k_{\mu} \) for some frequency \( \omega I \), the regularizing factor \( \Delta \) vanishes, since then \( l.\pi \to l.p \). Hence the only term we need consider is the cross-term in (23) with no \( \Delta \) factors. In this term \( g(s) \to g(0) = 1/2 \), the exponential terms reduce to Fourier transform kernels, and the phase integrals can then be performed immediately to yield

\[
\sigma \to \frac{\alpha\pi}{l.pk.pT_{LF}} |\tilde{a}_\perp(\omega_I/\omega)|^2, \tag{26}
\]

in which \( \tilde{a} \) is the Fourier transform of the potential with respect to \( \varphi \). Hence the collinear absorption cross section (and probability) take a particularly simple form, similar to the corresponding final result for nonlinear Compton [8].

D. Physical interpretation

Some insight into the absorption process is given by examining its weak-field limit, \( l_0 \ll 1 \). It is simplest to do so at the level of the amplitude; we take (14) and expand directly in powers of the background field, retaining only the lowest order contribution, which is linear in \( a_\mu \).

Ignoring irrelevant prefactors, and using some simple manipulations involving standard \( u \)-spinor identities, the result may be written as

\[
S_{fi} \sim \int d\omega' \delta^4(p' + k' - p - l) \times \left[ \tilde{u}_\rho a(k') \frac{p' + k' + m}{2l.p} \tilde{v}_\rho - \tilde{u}_\rho \tilde{a}^{\mu}(k') \frac{p' - k' + m}{2k'.p} a(k') u_p \right], \tag{27}
\]

in which \( a_\mu(k') \) is the Fourier transform of the background so \( k'_\mu = (\alpha'/\omega)k_{\mu} \), cf. (26). The structure of this perturbative result is clear; it is the textbook expression for tree level Compton scattering, convoluted with the intensity profile of the external field. This is as expected. What is unusual is that the intensity profile is attached to the outgoing photon (hence, as one may check using the delta function, only the negative, or outgoing, frequency modes of the field contribute). This is in contrast to the perturbative limits of strong field processes with a single incoming particle, such as nonlinear Compton scattering, trident, and nonlinear Breit-Wheeler, where the background acts as a source of initial state photons, effectively stimulating a process which is kinematically forbidden in vacuum.

The absorption amplitude behaves differently. Naively, the physical picture one might have in mind corresponds to the middle diagram in Fig. 1; the incoming “probe” photon and electron are accompanied by a laser photon, the presence of which allows the probe photon to be absorbed. However, this process and all similar processes with higher numbers of initial state laser photons are also kinematically forbidden. The lowest order term (27) instead corresponds to the right-hand diagram in Fig. 1, which is Compton scattering. In this way it looks as if the laser background is “generated” by the scattering process, which is clearly not the correct physical picture.

Observe that such contributions are implicitly included in all amplitudes calculated in background plane waves; because these backgrounds are “on-shell,” they can be transformed into asymptotic coherent states which are present in both the in-state and out-state [38–40], hence the perturbative expansion of any process yields diagrams like that on the right of Fig. 1, it is just that for e.g.,
nonlinear Compton, such terms appear at higher orders in the perturbative expansion. What distinguishes photon absorption from other processes is that, in both the perturbative limit and the exact S-matrix element, the net amount of laser energy (or rather lightfront energy) playing a role in the interaction must be negative. In other words, for the process to occur there must actually be a net emission of photons.

This prompts an alternative interpretation of the lowest order contribution to absorption. When asking for the total probability of absorption without emission in a plane wave background, which is what the corresponding Furry picture diagram in Fig. 1 represents, one should sum over degenerate (indistinguishable) final states in order to have a better-defined, inclusive observable. This sum this would naturally include unobservable emission into that part of momentum space corresponding to the background spectrum; this is just the kind of contribution which is being picked up in the perturbative limit (27).

### IV. Locally Constant Field Approximation

The zero frequency limit of a monochromatic plane wave gives a constant “crossed” field. Scattering processes in such fields provide a bridge between plane wave calculations and experiment through numerical simulation via particle-in-cell codes, see [21] for a review. Such codes use the locally constant field approximation (LCFA) to adapt the constant crossed field results to arbitrary field structures, on the basis that over the relevant QED timescales any background field is instantaneously constant [20]. Such an approach is powerful, but has shortcomings. For single-vertex processes, the LCFA fails at low energy [22], at low lightfront momentum [7–9], at very high energy [41,42] and in the presence of strong field gradients [43]. With an eye to the future numerical implementation of absorption, we now turn to the properties and limitations of its LCFA.

The LCFA of a given process may be calculated by specializing to the constant crossed field case and then “localizing” variables depending on the field amplitude. An alternative and more revealing approach is to start with a result valid in a general plane wave, and then expand in a suitable parameter such that the LCFA is obtained [8,9]. Essentially, one makes a “short coherence time” approximation of e.g., the cross section (25) by expanding in powers of the phase variable \( \theta \ll 1 \), which is related to the coherence time of the process. For e.g., nonlinear Compton scattering, this expansion is most commonly and easily performed at the level of the integrated probability. Here, though, the lack of final state integrals means that what we are essentially trying to construct is an angularly resolved LCFA, see [44,45] and references therein. We begin with (23). In order to match the constant crossed field result it is necessary to treat different terms in different ways, as dictated by their dependence on \( \theta \) [46]. One first writes, in (23),

\[
\langle \pi_p \rangle = \frac{s}{2m^2} \mu - \frac{1}{2s} (l - s \langle \pi_p \rangle)^2, \tag{28}
\]

in which Kibble’s effective mass is [47,48]

\[
\mu \equiv \frac{\langle \pi_p \rangle^2}{m^2} = 1 + \frac{\langle a^2 \rangle}{m^2} - \frac{\langle a' \rangle^2}{m^2}. \tag{29}
\]

The Kibble mass (29) contains the second moment of the kinetic momentum (and consequently the laser vector potential), and as such its leading order nontrivial short coherence time approximation comes in at \( \mathcal{O}(\theta^2) \),

\[
\mu \simeq 1 - \theta^2 \frac{\langle a'(\phi) \rangle^2}{12m^2}. \tag{30}
\]

All other terms appearing in the cross section instead have leading nontrivial approximations at \( \mathcal{O}(1) \),

\[
\langle \pi_p \rangle \approx \pi_p(\phi), \quad \langle a' \rangle \approx a'(\phi), \tag{31}
\]

which are simply the mean values. Applying these approximations, the \( d\theta \) integral in (23) is reduced to Airy form, and the LCFA is obtained. Precisely the same result is obtained by starting with the constant crossed field results [for which \( a_\mu(\phi) \rightarrow \bar{a}_\mu \phi \) with \( \bar{a}_\mu \) a constant polarization vector], justifying the approximations (30) and (31). Explicitly, the LCFA result is
\[
\alpha_{\text{LCFA}} = \frac{4\pi^2\alpha}{l.p} \frac{1}{T_{LF}} \int d\phi \frac{1}{s} \left(4gz - z\right) \text{Ai}(z), \quad (32)
\]

in which the function \( g \equiv g(s) \) is as in (24) and the argument of the Airy function is

\[
\tilde{z}(\phi) = 2z(\phi) \frac{l.m_p(\phi)}{sm^2}, \quad z(\phi) = \left( \frac{1}{\chi_e(\phi) 1 + s} \right)^{2/3}, \quad (33)
\]

where the (local) quantum nonlinearity parameter for the electron is

\[
\chi_e(\phi) \equiv \sqrt{\frac{p^\mu F_p^\mu(\phi)p^\nu}{m^3}}, \quad (34)
\]

and the corresponding parameter for the photon reduces to \( \chi_p(\phi) = s\chi_e(\phi) \).

Comparison with the well known LCFA (i.e., constant crossed field) expressions of nonlinear Compton scattering [49,50] and nonlinear Breit-Wheeler [51,52] shows a significant difference. The LCFA for those processes has a nontrivial dependence only on the \( \chi \)-parameters of the involved particles. Here, though, the integrand of (32) depends not only on \( \chi_e \) but also on the local kinetic momentum \( \pi_0 \) of the electron, which appears in \( \tilde{z} \).

That individual dependencies on intensity and energy, as seen in general pulsed expressions, are traded for a dependence only on \( \chi \) in the LCFA, is partly due to the nature of the approximation but also partly due to being able to perform the Gaussian integrals over outgoing perpendicular momenta. Since these integrals are absent for absorption the situation is different, and there persists a dependence on local parameters other than just \( \chi \). LCFA expressions are thus not, in general, dependent only on \( \chi \). This has consequences which we discuss in Sec. IV C.

We comment that, as for the general results above, there is no photon-laser collinear divergence in the LCFA. The soft behavior of the LCFA is different; aside from the \( 1/l_0 \) dependence in the prefactor of (32) the integrand behaves as \( \sim 1/l_0^{1/3} \) as \( l_0 \to 0 \); this is typical of LCFA results, see [8,9,22] for discussions.

A. Comparison: LCFA vs monochromatic

In order to check the quality of the LCFA we need analytic results against which to compare. A common approach is to benchmark against results in a monochromatic wave, for which well-understood exact results are available. However, for absorption, because of the particular nature of the final state kinematics, the monochromatic result is supported on a \( \delta \)-function in momentum space, which complicates the comparison. However, we can refine the monochromatic calculation in order to generate a result against which to benchmark, by including in the calculation a wavepacket for the initial photon. This is a natural physical refinement, and also one which is suggested by the extra volume factor \( V^{-1} \) in the scattering probability (7), which can be removed by integration against a suitable density. The wavepacket essentially provides, here, additional integrals which render the singular monochromatic result finite, so that we can compare it with the LCFA, which must, of course, include the same wavepacket. Including a photon wavepacket \( \rho \) from the outset of the calculation corresponds to introducing into the S-matrix element (14) the factor

\[
\int \frac{dl_\perp d^2l_\parallel}{\sqrt{(2\pi)^32l_\perp}} \rho(l_\perp, l_\parallel) \quad (35)
\]

and carrying through the rest of the calculation as before. This makes the S-matrix element, and subsequently the probability and cross section, formally very similar to that of nonlinear Compton scattering.

The simplest comparison is afforded by considering a wavepacket which is very broad and flat in momentum space, as then we can simply replace \( \rho(l_\perp, l_\parallel) = 1 \) and use the integrals in (35) to remove the \( \delta \)-function in the exact monochromatic result. More realistic wavepackets can be used, but this choice allows us to make analytic progress without requiring additional approximations which could lead to ambiguities in the comparison.

For the comparison between the LCFA and the exact calculation, we choose a circularly polarized monochromatic plane wave \( a_0(\phi) = ma_0(0, \cos \phi, \sin \phi, 0) \) with dimensionless intensity parameter \( a_0 \). Using this along with the flat wavepacket we can express the absorption probability in terms of a sum over harmonics [20,53]. The exact result is

\[
\mathcal{P}_{\text{MONO}} = \frac{2\pi^3m^3T_{LF}^2}{k.p/v_{LF}} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \int_{0}^{\min(u_n,1)} \frac{du}{1-u} \left\{ -J_n^2(z_n) + \frac{1}{2} a_0^2 F(u)(-2J_n^2(z_n) + J_{n+1}^2(z_n) + J_{n-1}^2(z_n)) \right\}, \quad (36)
\]

where \( J_n \) is the order \( n \) Bessel function of the first kind and

\[
z_n = \frac{2na_0}{\sqrt{1 + a_0^2}} \sqrt{\frac{u}{u_n (1 - u_n)}}, \quad u_n = \frac{2nk.p}{m^2(1 + a_0^2)}, \quad u = \frac{k.l}{k.l + k.p}, \quad F(u) = 1 + \frac{1}{2} \frac{u^2}{(1-u)}. \quad (37)
\]
The upper bound on the integration over the variable $u$ in (36) is determined by momentum conservation, but can be seen immediately from the requirement $z_n \in \mathbb{R}$ and the definition of $u$. Note that we use $u$ here, rather than $s$ as above, for convenience. The corresponding LCFA result in a flat wavepacket is

$$
\begin{align*}
P_{\text{LCFA}} &= -\frac{2\pi^2 \alpha m^2}{k_p} \int_0^1 \frac{du}{(1-u)^2} \left\{ \text{Ai}(\hat{z}) + \left( \frac{2}{\hat{z}} + \chi \sqrt{\hat{z}} \right) \text{Ai}'(\hat{z}) \right\},
\end{align*}
$$

(38)

where

$$
\hat{z} = \left( \frac{u}{\chi} \right)^{2/3}, \quad \text{Ai}(\hat{z}) \equiv \int_{\hat{z}}^{\infty} \! \! \! dx \, \text{Ai}(x),
$$

(39)

and $\chi = a_0 k_p/m^2$, $\chi_s = s \chi_0/(1-u)$. Note that $\chi_0$ is a constant for this case.

The monochromatic results and their locally constant field approximations are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 for a field intensity $a_0 = 10$ and various values of the invariant $b_0 = k_p/m^2$. Also shown is the relative error in each case. The following broad results hold. The LCFA agrees best for larger values of $s$, the photon’s lightfront momentum. Just as for nonlinear Compton scattering, the LCFA does not correctly reproduce the harmonic structure of the monochromatic case [7]. In general, away from the distinct harmonic structure, there is excellent agreement between the LCFA and the exact monochromatic result for high $a_0$, as should be expected, and lower $b_0$, as is also required for the validity of the LCFA [54–56]. Thus, for the angularly integrated process we find that the regimes of validity of the LCFA match with our expectations based on other strong-field processes.

In Figs. 2 and 3 one notices some qualitative differences between the curve with the lowest value of electron energy invariant $b_0$ and the others. In both the probability and spectrum there is a “dip” as respectively $u$ and $s$ are increased. This is a $\chi_e < 1$ effect, which is most readily explained by considering the argument $\hat{z}$ of the Airy function in the LCFA [see (38) and (39)] and focusing on the differential energy spectrum Fig. 3. For a non-negligible contribution, the argument of the Airy function should be small; when it is large, the function is exponentially suppressed. In terms of $s$, the argument of the Airy function is $\hat{z} = [s/\chi_0(1+s)]^{2/3}$. For each other curve in Fig. 3 $\chi_e \geq 1$, so the argument of the Airy function is relatively small. Thus, since the spectrum scales (almost) linearly with $s$, there is a general increase as $s$ becomes large. However, for $\chi_e < 1$, in the range $\chi_e < s \ll 1$ the argument of the Airy function becomes large due to the $\chi_e^{-2/3}$ scaling of $\hat{z}$, such that the spectrum is suppressed.

Moving into high values of $s \gg 1$, then $\hat{z} \rightarrow \chi_e^{-2/3}$, and the spectrum begins to linearly increase again with $s$, as $\text{Ai}(\hat{z}) = \text{constant}.$

### B. Photon absorption in a counterpropagating pulse

In the above we focussed on a comparison of the exact (36) and LCFA (38) probability, and found agreement within the expected regimes of validity for the LCFA. However, numerical implementation of strong field QED processes in PIC codes usually goes via probability “rates,” $dP/d\phi$, which are used to determine whether or not quantum process occur at each time step. It is not obvious that such an interpretation is sound; it is not natural given that the QED calculation is asymptotic. This poses some interesting questions about the use of LCFA rates in numerical simulations, which will be investigated further elsewhere [28]. To demonstrate the properties of the cross section (in the LCFA) it is instructive to consider a particular description of the laser pulse. As such, the gauge...
The phase interval of the pulse is

\[ \phi \]

of the form

\[ \phi = \gamma m(1,0,0,-\beta) \]

with \( \beta = \sqrt{1 - 1/\gamma^2} \) for a Lorentz factor \( \gamma \), while the photon momentum is

\[ p_\nu = \omega(1,\sin \theta,0,-\cos \theta) \]

for energy \( \omega \) and angle \( \theta \) relative to the electron propagation direction. With these conventions the cross section depends explicitly on four parameters, \( a_0, \gamma, \omega, \) and \( \theta \).

The cross section is dominated by the Airy function in (32). Its argument \( \tilde{\chi}(\phi) \), recall (33), obeys \( \tilde{\chi}(\phi) \geq 0 \), and even for moderately large values, e.g., \( \tilde{\chi}(\phi) \gtrsim 3 \), the Airy function is well approximated by its exponentially vanishing asymptotic limit, \( \text{Ai}(z) \approx \exp[-(2/3)z^{2/3}] \). Hence it is only when \( \tilde{\chi}(\phi) \to 0 \), such that the integrand in (32) becomes large, that one can obtain significant contributions to the cross section. This is also the case for, e.g., nonlinear Compton scattering, where significant contributions come from the local maxima of the electric field, since the argument of the Airy function is proportional to \( \tilde{\chi}^{-2/3}(\phi) \).

There is a more subtle dependence on the phase \( \phi \) in the case of absorption, though, as the Airy arguments also depend on the local momenta \( \pi_p(\phi) \). This leads to an interplay between the potential \( a_\mu(\phi) \) and the electromagnetic field \( \sim a'_\mu(\phi) \) as we integrate over \( \phi \) in the cross section. Peaks in the integrand occur at or near the zeros of the potential. At these points, \( \tilde{\chi}(\phi) \) reaches its minimum, which is a consequence of the fact that as \( a_\mu(\phi) \to 0 \) then \( l_\mu \pi_p(\phi) \to \mu \sim 0 \) for high energy electrons (i.e., \( \gamma \gg 1 \)).

Away from the zeros of the gauge potential the argument \( \tilde{\chi}(\phi) \) becomes large, diverging at the zeros of the field \( |a'_\mu(\phi)| \). (Hence, when the field switches off, the entire process is correctly suppressed, as it cannot occur without the background.)

Figure 4 illustrates this behavior for \( \gamma = 500 \), photon energy \( \omega = 10m \) and background intensity \( a_0 = 10 \). We plot both the cross section (32) as a function of \( \phi \) (solid blue line) as well as \( \tilde{\chi}(\phi) \) (dashed red line). Both the electric and magnetic fields are counterpropagating with respect to the laser direction (\( \theta = 0 \)), and for the pulse profile is as in (40), with \( N = 15 \) corresponding to a pulse duration of \( \sim 40 \) fs. The pulse profile (40) has zeros at \( \phi = \pm n \pi \) with \( n \leq N, n \in \mathbb{Z} \), as discussed above, from Fig. 4 we see that each of the peaks in the integrand occur at these zeros; this is also where \( \tilde{\chi}(\phi) \) takes its minimum value. Integrating over the laser phase \( \phi \), the total cross section is found to be

\[ \sigma_{\text{LCFA}} \approx 2.5 \times 10^4 \text{ barn} \]

At first glance this would appear to be an exceptionally likely process to occur, with the cross section being several orders of magnitude greater than that of, for example, Thomson scattering of an electron (\( \sigma_T = 665.25 \) barn). However, this is primarily a consequence of the idealized geometry which was chosen, i.e., it is an artifact of the angle between the electron and photon propagation directions, \( \theta = 0 \). As the angle \( \theta \) increases, there is a dramatic decay of the total integrated cross section.
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FIG. 4. Differential cross section $d\sigma_{\text{LCFA}}/d\phi$ (solid blue line) with $a_0 = 10$, $\gamma = 500$, $\omega = 10m$ $\theta = 0$, for an $N = 15$ cycle pulse ($\sim 40$ fs duration): cross section over entire pulse duration (upper) and central peak (lower). Also shown is the argument of the Airy function $\bar{\mu}_p(\phi)$ (33) (red, dashed). The peaks of the differential cross section are located at the minima of $\bar{\mu}_p(\phi)$. For $\theta = 0$, these minima are where $a_\mu(\phi) \to 0$, as at these points $l.\pi_p(\phi) \to 1.\rho \sim 0$ for high electron $\gamma$. The parameters used correspond to $b_0 = k.p/m^2 = 0.003$ and $s = 0.02$, i.e., within the parameter region where the LCFA is in good agreement with the exact monochromatic calculation (see Figs. 2 and 3).

$\sigma_{\text{LCFA}}$, see Fig. 5. For the parameters used in Fig. 4, when the photon propagation direction is just a $\theta = 10$ mrad difference from the electron propagation direction, the cross section drops by around two orders of magnitude. When $\theta \neq 0$, the symmetry seen in the integrand for $\pm|\phi|$ also disappears.

A closer inspection of the central peaks in the cross section in Fig. 4 reveals a double peak structure, which is symmetric for the peak centred at $\phi = 0$ (shown in the right-hand panel of the figure) and asymmetric for $|\phi| > 0$. This is due to the relative contributions from the Airy function and pre-Airy terms in (32). The Airy function gives a series of symmetric peaks with maxima at $a_\mu = 0$. However, the pre-Airy term achieves its minima at $a_\mu = 0$ for the central peak at $\phi = 0$, and slightly offset for $|\phi| > 0$. The pre-Airy term scales with the electromagnetic field through electron $\chi_e$, as $\chi_e^{-2/3}(\phi)$, such that as we move away from the zeroes of the potential, we approach the zeroes of the field, which causes the pre-Airy term to blow up.

Taking the product with the Airy function, this causes the double peak structure. Though the pre-Airy term diverges, this is not an immediate concern, as far enough away from the zeroes of the gauge potential, the Airy function suppresses the total cross section due to $\bar{\mu}$ becoming large.

C. Pulse shape effects and boundary contributions

So far we have considered the particular pulse profile (40), and focussed on the experimentally realisable pulse duration of $\sim 40$ fs. The cross section will in general depend on the pulse shape and length, and in light of experimental efforts to produce ever shorter high-intensity laser pulses it is natural to consider the self-consistency of the absorption LCFA (32) for different pulse lengths and profiles.

The left-hand panel of Fig. 6 shows the differential cross section in an ultrashort pulse (40) with $N = 2$ ($\sim 5$ fs). One sees surprisingly large contributions from the wings of the pulse where the field strength is low. These contributions, we have checked, can even be the dominant contribution to $\sigma$. The same behavior is seen in the case of asymptotically switched pulses with e.g., sech$^2$ or Gaussian envelopes, with large contributions to the cross section coming from up to 6 standard deviations away from the peak of the pulse. This is problematic since, physically, there should not be contributions from regions of low field strength, when it is the presence of the field which allows the process to occur. The LCFA is of course not valid for low $a_\mu$, i.e., in the wings of the pulse, but the situation for other processes is that the LCFA “self-regulates,” with its typical Airy functions vanishing exponentially quickly in regions where the field strength goes to zero [9].

For both finite duration and asymptotically switched pulses, the origin of this unphysical behavior can be identified in the LCFA cross section (32). Under the integral, the term with $4g2\bar{\mu}$ is “well behaved” in the sense that whenever $\bar{\mu}$ becomes large, the Airy function
V. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the process of photon absorption by an electron in a background plane wave. The calculation of the scattering cross section initially follows standard methods in the Furry picture, but a closer investigation reveals a surprising depth of structure. We have shown that there is an ambiguous boundary term in the amplitude with a gauge-dependent coefficient. A simple regularization of the integrals is enough to render the expression manifestly gauge invariant and unambiguous. However, this results in a more complex structure at the level of the probability than is typically considered in processes such as nonlinear Compton scattering and nonlinear Breit-Wheeler. The reason for the difference lies in the kinematics particular to "2 to 1" processes such as absorption; in nonlinear Compton, for example, performing the final state integrals can be used to affect the necessary regularization as there are two outgoing particles, but for absorption this option is not available.

Perturbatively expanding the absorption S-matrix element for weak fields ($a_0 \ll 1$) demonstrates that the lowest-order contribution to the probability is not what one might naively expect for a process which is only possible in the presence of the background (i.e., "laser-stimulated"). Momentum conservation requires that only the negative frequency components of the background field contribute in this perturbative limit, which means that the perturbative expression is equivalent to absorbing the probe photon and emitting a photon into the laser field. As such, a natural interpretation of the lowest-order process is as a contribution not to "emissionless" absorption of a photon by the electron (which is impossible in vacuum) but to the degenerate process of

where there are high field gradients, and where there are long low-intensity "tails." Similar behavior was seen in [43] in the LCFA for axion decay in a magnetic field of finite extent. The LCFA was shown to give a poor approximation for rapid turn on/off of the field.

We have found that for both finite duration and asymptotically switched pulses, these unphysical contributions become less significant at lower electron energy or higher incoming photon energy. In addition, for finite duration pulses such as (40), the contribution to the cross section from the tails of the pulse can effectively be reduced by going to longer pulse duration. This can be seen by comparing the value obtained for the cross section (32) by integrating over the full pulse duration, $|\phi| < N\pi$, with the value obtained by excluding the initial and final half cycle of the potential, which for (40) corresponds to integrating over the region $|\phi| < (N - 1)\pi$. This allows one to assess the relative contributions from the peaks at the beginning and end of the pulse. The right-hand panel in Fig. 6 shows that the relative contribution from the edges drops rapidly to zero as we go to pulse durations which are realizable with current and future laser technology.

FIG. 6. Upper: differential cross section $d\sigma_{\text{LCFA}}/d\phi$ (solid blue line) with $a_0 = 10$, $\gamma = 500$, $\omega = 10m$ $\theta = 0$, (i.e., $b_0 = 0.003$, $s = 0.02$) for $N = 2$ corresponding to an ultra-short duration of $\sim 6$ fs. Also shown is the argument of the Airy function $\zeta(\phi)$ (33) (red, dashed). Lower: the "relative error" incurred by excluding the initial and final half cycle of the pulse, as a function of pulse length (number of cycles, $N$). Parameters as in Fig. 4.

suppresses the contribution, as we would expect from the consideration of other processes. The second term in the integrand, with a factor $z$, behaves differently. The parameter $z$ scales with the electromagnetic field as $\sim |a'(\phi)|^{-2/3}$, so becomes large in regions where the field goes to zero. In the "bulk" of the pulse, when the field goes to zero the potential $a_0$ is at its maximum, and so $l_\pi p_\pi$ becomes large [as it contains terms linear and quadratic in $a_\mu$, see (1)]. This makes $\zeta$ large, which causes the Airy function to again suppress contributions to $\sigma$. However, at the edges of the pulse, or far from the peak of the pulse in the case of asymptotically switched profiles, both the field and the potential go to zero. In such regions, $\zeta$ does not become sufficiently large quickly to suppress the large contribution coming from the pre-Airy term $z$, and this is what generates large contributions far from the centre of the pulse. These unphysical contributions appear to also be a consequence of the particular geometry used, i.e., both the photon and electron counterpropagating with respect to the laser. As the angle $\theta$ is increased, the contributions from the edges of the pulse drastically reduce. These results clearly point to a deficiency in the LCFA for short pulses,
absorption with photon emission, into an unobserved region of parameter space.

Particle-in-cell codes, based on the locally constant field approximation (LCFA) provide a bridge between theory and experiment in strong-field QED. These codes currently neglect photon absorption (and the related process of pair annihilation). With an eye to future numerical implementation of absorption in such simulations, we have derived its LCFA. This was compared with an exact analytical expression for absorption in a monochromatic plane wave (integrated over a suitable wavepacket in order to have a well-defined observable), and the expected regimes of validity were recovered. Again due to there being only a single particle in the out state, the LCFA for absorption has a structure similar to the single particle in the out state, the LCFA for absorption can be used.

The interaction length which determines the absorption depends not only on the quantum nonlinearity parameters of the incoming particles, but also on the electron’s instantaneous kinetic momentum. The cross section has a strong dependence on the angle between the incoming photon and electron, and also on the pulse profile and length. The absorption process demonstrates that investigations such as nonlinear Compton. In particular it depends not only on the quantum nonlinearity parameters of the incoming particles, but also on the electron’s instantaneous kinetic momentum. The cross section has a strong dependence on the angle between the incoming photon and electron, and also on the pulse profile and length.

The monochromatic result provides a useful benchmark for processes such as nonlinear Compton. In particular it is simple to calculate and interpret, but also because any experimental realization of photon absorption due to its particular kinematics; this will be pursued elsewhere. For an initial investigation of wavepacket effects see [28]. The depth of structure exhibited by the apparently simple absorption process demonstrates that investigations such as ours are necessary for a proper understanding of processes which are currently neglected by simulation schemes.
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